Hanwha Techwin showcases Wisenet X series cameras &
surveillance system solutions at ASIS 2017
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Hanwha Techwin America, a global supplier of IP and analogue video surveillance solutions, is
showcasing its line of Wisenet Cameras at ASIS 2017 (booth 3523). Wisenet X series premium line
of network cameras feature Hanwha’s self-developed proprietary Wisenet 5 chipset, the most
powerful chipset ever incorporated into a full camera range. The full line of network cameras and
NVRs make Wisenet X ideal for virtually any security and surveillance application and provides
benchmark performance with the most intelligence, expansive feature sets and extreme value for
almost any professional surveillance application.
“Our Wisenet camera technology provides specific imaging solutions for a broad range of users
across all vertical markets,” said Ramy Ayad, Senior Product Manager, Hanwha Techwin America. “
Hanwha’s self-developed Wisenet 5 chip is used across the entire range of X series cameras which

including government, gaming and retail.”
Wisenet cameras displayed at ASIS 2017
Wisenet P series Multi-sensor/Multi-directional Cameras 8 and 20 megapixel cameras for
versatile wide area surveillance applications
Wisenet X series 12x Optical Zoom Cameras (XNV-6120R, XNO-6120R and XNV-6120) with
2MP resolution in dome and bullet form factors.
Wisenet X series Outdoor Mini and Micro PTZ Cameras (XNP-6120H and XNP-6040H) 2MP
network outdoor PTZ cameras with 12X optical zoom lenses.
Wisenet X series ½” Sensor Cameras (XNV-6085, XND-6085V, XNO-6085R and XNB-6005) 2
MP network cameras capable of 150dB WDR and 60fps.
Wisenet X series Flush Mount Cameras (XND-6011F and XND-8020F) feature digital image
stabilisation, built-in microphone, hallway view, and a host of built in analytics for security and
business applications.
Hanwha is also displaying its entire surveillance system solutions offering at ASIS 2017 including
the company’s innovative recording and camera management systems integrated with industry
leading partners and technologies.
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